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Abstract

Speakers engaging in dialogue with another conversationalist
must create and execute plans with respect to the content of the
utterance. An analysis of disfluencies from Map Task
monologues shows that a speaker is influenced by the pressure
to communicate with a distant listener. Speakers were also
subject to time-pressure, thereby increasing the cognitive
burden of the overall task at hand. The duress of the speaker,
as determined by disfluency rate, was examined across four
conditions of variable feedback and timing. A surprising result
was found that does not adhere to the predictions of the
traditional views concerning collaboration in dialogue.

1. Introduction

This paper examines the hypothesis that a solo speaker
will encounter more difficulty than a partner who has access to
listener feedback. Comparisons are done with data from
monologue speech, which according to [1] should be more
difficult to produce than dialogue. Analyses with respect to the
resulting monologue length, units and errors are made in order
to determine whether or not the rate of verbosity and disfluency
depends upon time-pressure and the need to communicate.

2. Literature Review

Disfluencies play a role in two opposing theoretical
perspectives concerning collaborative language use. In one
view, a critical part of conducting a conversation is the
continuous updating and consultation of a listener model,
which records what the listener knows and can be assumed to
infer [2], [3]. The other perspective, the Dual Process
Hypothesis [4], [5] is more concerned with cognitive burden.
According to this hypothesis, each cognitive process comes
with a different cost and must compete for resource time.
Brown & Dell distinguish between fast, automatic processes
with a low cost (eg. priming effects) and slower, more
inferentially related processes (eg. reasoning processes) [5].
According to the Dual Process Hypothesis, a veridical model of
the listener is too costly to maintain, so that other tasks, like the
construction of messages, for example, will take priority.

Those viewing the cultivation of the listener model as
critical show evidence that disfluencies may be strategically
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d in dialogue ([6], [7]), to insure some similarity
speaker’s and addressee’s views of the current state of

ogue. Disfluencies may hold the floor during planning
may simply assure that the listener knows about any
ry difficulties the speaker is experiencing. Plauche and

g find three types of strategic repetitive repairs that can
ified according to prosodic cues. In contrast, Bard et al.
at disfluencies may simply arise from the burdens of
g speech production and dialogue [8]. Like (7), they
re disfluencies in longer utterances, but they also find
t the beginning of larger dialogues units and in
es carrying a heavier referential burden. [8].

3. Methods

. Task and Procedure

a variant of the Map Task [12], speakers were instructed
ce route descriptions for a listener in another room. In
edback’ conditions, Instruction Givers could see
d onto the map a moving square purported to represent

hober reports that speakers with a partners to interact
less per turn than a solo speaker [9]. Accordingly, the

ons of the interactive view predict that the presence of
k should cause the speaker to commit to the
ration. A committed speaker will then signal difficulties
listener through disfluencies. As such, time pressure
not affect the fluency of the speaker. Contrastively, the
e burden view of dialogue collaboration argues that the

ty of tracking listener feedback while under the duress
e-pressure should increase the disfluency rate.

ncies are considered the output errors of an over-
d processing load. Both views predict higher
cy rates in conditions with feedback but only the
e burden perspective makes any significant claims with
to the potential effects of time-pressure. To compare
ractive signal and cognitive burden error views of
cy, the present paper uses instructions produced for a
listener who cannot respond verbally, holding any

ons of commitment unnecessary in the absence of
ion with an interlocutor.



a distant listener’s gaze. In fact, the ‘feedback’ was produced
by an experimenter according to a schedule of correct and
incorrect visual responses. In the non-feedback condition, there
was no indication of the listener’s gaze. As eye gaze has been
shown to be correlated strongly to language comprehension
[11], this feedback can be taken as a reflection of ‘listener’
knowledge’. Crossed with feedback was a time pressure
variable, with time-limited and time-unlimited trials. In no case
was direct verbal feedback available.

Maps and visual feedback were projected on a computer
screen. Subjects’ own eye gaze was recorded for a study not
reported here. Subjects were instructed to say whatever was
necessary to guide a distant listener along the marked route.
Speech was digitally recorded via a close-talking microphone.

3.1 Experimental design

The experimental design consisted of a Repeated Measures
ANOVA for Time Pressure (2) x Feedback (2). Each of 16
subjects described the routes for each of 4 different maps. one
with visual feedback under a time-limit of 1 minute (FT), one
with feedback but time-unlimited (FU), one with no feedback
and a time-limit (NT), and one with no feedback and time-
unlimited (NU). After correctly establishing the first landmark,
the feedback square diverted off course four times per map. The
maps were modeled on those used in the HCRC Map Task
corpus [12], with labelled cartoon landmarks and a simple line
route. Individual maps were rotated around the four conditions.

3.2 Coding Schemata

Each monologue was transcribed and used a system
devised by Carletta and Isard [13]. Transactions, episodes of
speech pursuing subgoals of the route communication task,
could be classified as normal, review, retrieval, overview, and
irrelevant. During a normal transaction, the speaker merely
describes the route from landmark to landmark. The speaker
may reiterate a particular path a second time in a review. In a
retrieval transaction, the speaker may attempt to direct an errant
listener back on course. An overview transaction usually
consists of a general description of the map at large. Since there
were so few overview and irrelevant transactions, these two will
be classified together as ‘others’.

Disfluency coding [14] was performed using
Xwaves/Entropic and Xlabel software. The coder could time
align the beginning of an utterance with a specific disfluency
tag and replay the repair as many times as necessary. Common
tags (repetition, substitution, insertion and deletion) were
inserted as were tags for silent and filled pauses (e.g. uh, um),
prolongations and complex embedded disfluencies.

4. Results

The results of an ANOVA analysis reveal that word and
transaction rates are greater in the time-unlimited conditions,
suggesting that given more time, speakers engage in longer
monologues. Such a finding is an unexpected result given the
predictions of the cognitive viewpoint. Time-pressure does not
cause a listener to boggle, rather it causes them to speak
conservatively.
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e total number of words, as depicted in Figure 2,
d in conditions without time-pressure (F(1,15) = 19.78,
. Feedback increased the number of words spoken only
time-pressure (interaction between the presence of
k and time-pressure: (F(1,15) = 7.55, p < .02). Timed
s were more verbose when they could see the reaction of
ant “listener” then without feedback. A Bonferroni t-test
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, feedback did not yield longer monologues (main
F(1,15) = 1.58, n.s.)
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As one might suspect from the number of words in each
condition, speakers used more transactions when they were not
subject to the pressure of time (F(1,15) = 8.53, p < .02). The
presence of feedback did not contribute significantly (F(1,15) =
3.03, n.s.), nor was there an interaction of the feedback and
timing conditions (F(1,15) = 1.10, n.s.).

4.2.2. Transaction Type

Of the available transaction types (eg. normal, review,
retrieval, and other) only retrieval is a straightforward
indication of a speaker’s response to a supposed listener’s
behaviour: retrievals are episodes in which an instruction giver
guides a follower back to the route from some off-route
location. Without feedback, the IG’s only reason to believe the
IF to be off-route would have been some error of description on
the IG’s part. While time-pressure had no significant effect on
the number of retrieval transactions per dialogue, (F(1,15) =
3.51, n.s.), feedback did (F(1,16) = 16.04, p < .001). There
were more retrieval transactions in the FU condition than in any
other (interaction of feedback and timing: F(1,15) = 4.96, p <
.05). An increase in retrieval transactions with feedback result
suggests that speakers did attend to listener feedback, at least
when not pressed for time.

4.3 Disfluencies
According to the predictions of both the interactive signal

perspective and the cognitive burden view, a speaker should be
most disfluent when speaking to listener. The interactive signal
perspective hypothesizes that disfluency is a signal to the
listener of ongoing difficulty. The cognitive burden view
purports that disfluency is an actual error brought about by the
burden of the collaborative task. Time-pressure is only
predicted to have an effect by the cognitive burden view.
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Figure 3. shows the raw number of disfluencies (652) by
condition. There were significantly more disfluencies when
speakers were not subject to the pressure of time (F(1,15) =
18.24, p < .001 ) but no significant effect of feedback. Since
untimed monologues also contained more words and more
transactions, this result may be only an artefact of greater
amounts of speech. To find the effects of the experimental
manipulations independent of those confounds, we used an
ANOCOVA with number of transactions and numbers of words
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ring a deletive repair, the speaker abandons a utterance
tarts afresh. Close inspection of this type of repair
that the frequency of deletions in the FU condition was

Deletions were significant for timing (F(1,15) =5.24,
5), feedback (F(1,15) =10.19, p < 0.01) and the

ion of feedback and timing (F(1,15) =4.87 , p < 0.05).
ult suggests that the presence of feedback had an effect
peaker but not in the manner predicted by [7]. Speakers
ot using deletions to establish commitments to the
e, as Clark & Wasow predict for repetitive repair.
the number of deletions seems to be increased by the
tive strikes and divergence of the errant feedback box.
possibility requires further analysis of eye-gaze data
pect to disfluency onset. However, the overall results
tive repairs show that at least the speaker is paying

n to the listener and interacts when necessary.
rthermore, there were both more retrieval transactions
etion repairs in the FU condition than in any other. A

correlation of these two entities with respect to speaker
e feedback is necessary in order to ascertain if the
is responding directly to an off-course listener eye-gaze
k box.
peated Measures tests for the remaining disfluency
ere also run but no significant effects of feedback or an
ion were found for either repetions, substitutions and
ns. Timing effects of raw totals of repetitions (F(1,15)
, p < 0.02) and raw totals of substitutions (F(1,15) =
< 0.01) were significant. However these results are
to the same confounds of transaction and word counts
overall disfluency totals mentioned above. Further
with respect to disfluencies per transaction type is

ry before a reliable ANOCOVA analysis can be
ed.



5. Discussion

Overall, speakers were more verbose in the time-unlimited
conditions. The previous finding that disfluency rate is linked
to utterance length was confirmed; raw disfluency counts were
higher when monologue length was longer, in this case the
time-unlimited conditions. Without listener models to track,
(ie. in the non-feedback conditions) speakers did not encounter
greater difficulties that caused them to become disfluent.
Instead, as shown by the Retrieval Transaction and Deletion
repair results, speakers do attend to listener feedback and will
go back to rescue a listener gone astray. Further examination
of how closely correlated Deletion repairs are with Retrieval
Transactions remains to be seen with respect to the eye-gaze
data.

As predicted according to the Dual Process Hypothesis
view, tracking a listener and continually updating the listener
model is a taxing burden. An ANOCOVA of disfluency
frequency with transactions and words as covariates revealed a
significant effect for feedback. The presence of visual
feedback did affect the listener, causing them to make more
disfluencies given the relative time constraints. Elsewhere,
speakers with no listener feedback tended to provide the
minimal instructions necessary to complete the task and
revised their initial utterances with less frequency.

The results pertaining to timing suggest that speakers do
not fluster under pressure and subsequently generate more
syntactic errors. Rather, a speaker will say more, given the
opportunity to do so, and by increasing the length of their
utterance, they increase the likelihood for disfluency.

6. Conclusion

We have shown that the disfluency of a speaker is dependent
only upon feedback from a listener and on nothing else. An
apparent effect of time-pressure based on raw totals of
disfluencies turned out to be unsupported after a more
thorough analysis of possible artefacts (eg. total numbers of
transaction and total numbers of words). The hypothesis that
time-pressure would increase the cognitive burden was not
supported.

In accordance with [1], these results support the claim
that dialogue facilitates the planning of an utterance as it
streamlines the process and provides a collaborator with whom
one can confer in times of difficulty. Future analyses of
disfluency type, transaction type and their relation to eye-gaze
data offer promising insights on the effects of feedback, time-
pressure and ultimately the differences between dialogue and
monologue.
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